INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Accumulated evidence has shown that the disruption of alternative splicing (AS) contributes to human diseases ([@B1]). Among the typical patterns of alternative splicing, exon skipping (ES) is the most common event ([@B2]). Since ES results in the loss of functional domains/sites or frame shifting of the open reading frame (ORF), skipped exons have been used as therapeutic targets ([@B3]). For example, *MET* has lost the binding site of E3 ubiquitin ligase CBL through exon 14 skipping event ([@B9]), resulting in an enhanced expression level of *MET*. *MET* amplification drives the proliferation of tumor cells. Multiple tyrosine kinase inhibitors, such as crizotinib, cabozantinib and capmatinib, have been used to treat patients with *MET* exon 14 skipping ([@B10]). Another example is the dystrophin gene (*DMD*) in Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), a progressive neuromuscular disorder. To restore dystrophin protein functions that were lost due to frame shifting through ES, multi-exon skipping antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) have been used for *DMD* treatment ([@B11]). Therefore, systematic identification and intensive analyses of ES events in pan-cancer and healthy tissues will provide important insights into disease mechanisms and identify novel cancer type-specific therapeutic targets.

With the recent exponential growth of cancer genomic and other biomedical data, several studies have analyzed alternative splicing events in multiple cancer or tissue types (e.g. pan-cancer studies) ([@B12],[@B13]). There exist several web tools providing pan-cancer AS annotations such as TCGA SpliceSeq ([@B14]), TSVdb ([@B15]) and CAS-viewer ([@B16]). However, these studies focused on the identification of alternative splicing events and visualization of isoform structures based on known gene structures. Furthermore, these studies did not present detailed functional impacts of AS events. So far, a systematic and intensive annotation of ES events based on the skipped exon units in cancer and normal tissues regarding their functional impacts has not been available. Here, we built ExonSkipDB, the ES annotation database, aiming to provide resources and references for functional annotation of ES events in cancer to identify therapeutically targetable exons.

To achieve this goal, we first collected ES event information of total 14 272 genes from 33 cancer types and 31 normal tissues of the Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) and Genotype-Tissue Expression (GTEx) from Kahles *et al.*'s study ([@B12]). These genes contain 90 616 and 89 845 ES events of TCGA and GTEx, respectively. For these ∼14K genes, we performed functional annotations including investigation of the open reading frame (ORF) for individual ES events and lost protein functional features of in-frame ES events based-on the canonical transcript sequences and amino acid sequences, respectively. We also analyzed mutations and methylations associated with ES events. Users can access a variety of annotations, including gene summaries, gene structures such as gene isoform and ES events from TCGA and GTEx, landscape of percent spliced in (PSI) and isoform abundances across multiple human tissues and cancers, ORF annotation, analysis of lost protein functional features, skipped exon region mutations with coverage depth and differential PSIs, sQTL and sQTM analyses, and ES gene-related drugs and diseases. This paper introduces ExonSkipDB, the web interface, and its applications, aiming to provide resources or references for functional annotation of exon skipping events in cancer. ExonSkipDB will be a unique resource for cancer and drug research communities to identify disease-associated exon skipping events.

DATABASE OVERVIEW {#SEC2}
=================

Through multiple annotations of the ExonSkipDB, users can get help from the following aspects. (i) Comparing ES events with PSIs and isoform abundance between pan-cancer and healthy human tissues can help detect potential cancer or cancer type-specific ES events. Through comparing 90 616 and 89 845 ES events from TCGA and GTEx, we identified 121 cancer-specific in-frame ES events-related genes. (ii) Analysis of the lost protein features of exon skipping events will help to deepen understanding the detailed loss-of-functional effects of tumorigenic ES events. We have identified 2427 and 249 in-frame genes that have lost protein functional domains and DNA-binding domain, respectively. One hundred forty-two genes lost specific amino acid sites such as the site required for ligand-induced CBL-mediated ubiquitination in *MET* exon 14. (iii) ORF annotation of skipped exons classifies translational and non-translational ES events and provides potential candidates to be targeted by antisense oligonucleotides to restore lost protein functions. Among ∼14 000 genes with ES events in cancer, there were 8667 and 9623 ES genes of in-frame and frame-shift ORFs, respectively. Among 9623 genes with the frame-shifted ES events, 453 genes can be targeted by the drugs from IUPHAR database. (iv) RNA-seq data studies, such as coverage depth check, differences in PSI value between mutated and non-mutated samples, and split read abundance evidence by sashimi plots, can identify mutation-associated ES events. One hundred twenty-three genes with non-synonymous mutations around skipped exons showed decreased expression at the skipped exons with differential PSI values compared to non-mutated samples of same cancer type. Furthermore, we performed manual curation of PubMed articles for 711 genes with recurrent splice-site or nonsense mutations. (v) Based on the involvement of methylation in differentiating elongation rate of Pol II ([@B17]), we analyzed the association between splicing and methylation (ES-specific splicing Quantitative Trait Methylation, sQTM). Through systematic survival analysis of sQTM pairs, we identified 50 prognostic cases. In addition, we identified 1534 approved drugs for targeting 1715 ES genes, and 7324 genes reported to be associated with 5039 different types of diseases in DrugBank ([@B18]) and DisGeNet ([@B19]), respectively. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} is an overview of ES annotations using MET as a representative example. All entries and annotation data are available for browsing and downloading on the ExonSkipDB web site (<https://ccsm.uth.edu/ExonSkipDB>).

![Overview of ExonSkipDB. (**A**) The genomic structures of exon skipping events of TCGA and GTEx across reference gene model. (**B**) Abundance of isoforms and PSI values of individual exon skipping events across TCGA and GTEx. (**C**) The protein functional features based on the canonical protein sequence. The grey color shaded regions correspond to individual exon skipping events. (**D**) The analyzed ORF information of individual exon skipping events based on the canonical transcript sequence. (**E**) RNA-seq evidence for the mutation-associated exon skipping event. Consistent evidence through the depth of coverage, differential PSI values between mutated and non-mutated samples, and sashimi plots have identified 136 exon skipping events that have associations with mutations.](gkz917fig1){#F1}

DATA INTEGRATION AND ANNOTATIONS {#SEC3}
================================

Exon skipping information {#SEC3-1}
-------------------------

We downloaded the exon skipping event information of 8,705 patients of TCGA's 33 cancer types and over 3,000 normal samples from GTEx\'s 31 different tissues ([Supplementary Tables S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) from Kahles *et al.*'s study ([@B12]). Only the exon skipping events with conserved loci among the six splice-sites of three exons were used in this study. These exons are involved in exon skipping such as 'upstream exon', 'skipped exon' and 'downstream exon'. Of these six sites, four sites are the acceptor site of the upstream exon, the acceptor and donor sites of the skipped exon, and the donor site of the downstream exon. Based on the GENCODE v19 annotation reference genome ([@B20]), we obtained 90 616 and 89 845 annotated gene structure-based exon skipping events from TCGA and GTEx, respectively.

Open reading frame (ORF) annotation {#SEC3-2}
-----------------------------------

For specific exon skipping events based on the GENCODE v19 ([@B20]) ([Supplementary Tables S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we examined the open reading frames of major isoform transcript sequences. When both of the nucleotide start and end positions of exon skipping were located inside of the coding region (CDS) and the number of transcript sequences after exclusion of the skipped exon sequence was a multiple of three, then we reported such exon skipped gene isoform as 'in-frame'. When one or two nucleotide insertions are present, we reported such transcripts as 'frame-shift'.

Retention analysis of 39 protein features from UniProt {#SEC3-3}
------------------------------------------------------

Firstly, we created the exon skipped transcript sequence based on the canonical transcript sequence. Then this sequence was aligned with non-redundant protein sequence database using BLASTX ([@B21]) and the mapped proteins with 100 percent identify were selected. Through this process, we obtained the loci of skipped exon on the genomic, transcriptomic, and protein sequences for the ES genes of TCGA and GTEx ([Supplementary Tables S5 and S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We searched the retention of 39 protein features of UniProt ([@B22]) at the canonical amino acid sequence level with skipped exon loci information, including 6 molecule processing features, 13 region features, 4 site features, 6 amino acid modification features, 2 natural variation features, 5 experimental info features and 3 secondary structure features. The lost protein functional features due to ES are listed in [Supplementary Tables S7 and S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Detailed information about all of the protein features is in UniProt.

Identifying mutations associated with exon skipping events {#SEC3-4}
----------------------------------------------------------

According to Wimmer *et al.* and Anna and Monika ([@B23],[@B24]), there are five types of splicing mutations. Among these, exonic mutations creating new splicing site or leading splicing enhancer (ESE) disruption, and canonical splice site at the exon-intron boundaries can effect in improper splicing and exon skipping event. On the other hands, intronic mutations in the branch point or polypyrimidine tract, or new intronic splice site mutations can lead exon skipping or include intron fragment. In our annotation, we only could use exonic mutations since the variants of TCGA are not based on whole genome sequencing, but based on whole exon sequencing data sets. So, we tried to identify exonic mutations inducing exon skipping event including splice site mutations. For other types of exonic non-synonymous mutations, we delved into and searched for relevant publications to determine which coding region mutations may influence or induce exon skipping events. We have collected evidence of ES-induced mutations, including not only splice site mutations, but also nonsense and frameshift indel mutations from the previous studies ([@B25]; see [@B3]--[@B5]). Therefore, to identify candidate mutations that might induce the exon skipping events, we overlapped the genomic coordinates of skipped exons with three types of non-synonymous mutations, including splice-site, nonsense, and frame-shift mutations from TCGA ([Supplementary Table S9](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Using genomeCoverageBed of bedtools ([@B28]), we drew the coverage depth plots based on the transcript nucleotide sequences of the three exons involved in exon skipping events from the bam files of RNA-seq data of TCGA samples. If the difference of mean read count between the middle exon (alternatively spliced, skipped exon) and two neighbor exons (constitutively spliced exon) is great than 10.0, we remained these cases for next step. It resulted 3554 exon skipping events among 2402 genes in 1886 samples. Next, we chose the cases where the PSI values in the mutated samples are different from the ones in the non-mutated samples as the final candidates. Since there are not many recurrent ES events, we applied the average PSI value as the threshold. If the PSIs of the mutated sample is less than 0.3 and the PSI of the non-mutated sample is \>0.7, then we selected those ES events as potential mutation-associated ES events. Finally, we obtained 136 ES events from 123 genes that presented differences in coverage depth and PSIs between non-mutated and mutated samples ([Supplementary Table S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For these cases, we also provided sashimi plots to show additional evidence from the quantified split reads across ∼3000 cancer samples ([@B29]).

Exon skipping specific splicing quantitative trait loci (sQTL) and methylation (sQTM) analysis {#SEC3-5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the ES-specific sQTL, we adopted sQTL analysis results from TCGA ([@B12]). There were 901 167 possible sQTL candidate single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in 9909 genes across 33 cancer types. By integrating these loci with the coordinates of skipped exons, 4124 SNPs from 2254 ES genes were identified. For ES specific sQTM analysis, we first selected 2750 exon skipping events. These events have PSI values between 0.1 and 0.9 in at least 10 samples across 8088 pan-cancer samples and have methylation data in the same samples. The Illumina Human Methylation 450 data of these samples across 32 cancer types were downloaded from TCGA. Typically, a beta value greater than or equal to 0.6 is considered to be fully methylated, and a beta value less than or equal to 0.2 is considered to be fully unmethylated. Therefore, to calculate the association with PSI values, we have used the beta values between 0.2 and 0.6. We calculated the beta value for the region between the first exon\'s start site and the middle exon\'s end site. The average beta value of 1231 upstream CpG regions for individual exon skipping events in pan-cancer ([Supplementary Table S11](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) was obtained. For the 8088 samples with methylation data, we investigated the effect of DNA methylation on exon skipping events using a linear regression approach, ultra-fast eQTL analysis via large matrix operations (MatrixEQTL) ([@B30]). We calculated the correlation *p*-value between the exon skipping event and its upstream region methylation, and the pair with a *p*-value less than 1.0 × E−5 were selected as a *cis*-sQTM pair. To identify the pathogenic sQTM, we performed the same analysis per cancer type and chose significant cis-sQTM pairs. For these significant *cis*-sQTMs, we performed the survival analysis using the survival package in R for the Kaplan--Meier method and log-rank test ([Supplementary Table S12](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Drug and disease information {#SEC3-6}
----------------------------

Drug-target interactions (DTIs) were extracted from DrugBank ([@B18]) (April 2018, version 5.1.0) and duplicated DTI pairs were excluded. All drugs were grouped using Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system codes. Disease-genetic information was extracted from a database of gene-disease associations (DisGeNet, June 2018, version 4.0) ([@B19]).

Manual curation of PubMed articles {#SEC3-7}
----------------------------------

For the 711 genes with recurrent splice-sites or nonsense mutations in more than two samples, PubMed\'s literature query was performed on June 2019 using the search expression applied to each gene. Taking *MET* as an example, it is '((*MET* \[Title/Abstract\]) AND *exon* \[Title/Abstract\]) AND skip \[Title/Abstract\])'. After a manual review of the abstracts, we found that there was 46 documentary evidence supporting exon skipping events of 9 genes ([Supplementary Table S13](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Database architecture {#SEC3-8}
---------------------

The ExonSkipDB system is based on a three-tier architecture: client, server, and database. It includes a user-friendly web interface, a Perl\'s DBI module, and a MySQL database. This database was developed in MySQL 3.23 with the MyISAM storage engine.

WEB INTERFACE AND ANALYSIS RESULTS {#SEC4}
==================================

ES event gene structure browser and ES event heatmaps provide potential disease-specific ES events {#SEC4-1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to understand the landscape of exon skipping events, co-localization information with known gene isoform structures is essential. For this, we mapped ES events based on gene structure using the custom track of UCSC genome browser ([@B31]). An example image of *MET* with the gene isoforms and skipped exons based on RefGene ([@B32]) and Ensembl ([@B33]) gene models is shown in Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Through this image, the relationship between known isoforms and exon skipping events can be easily understood by users. In addition, the landscape of gene isoform abundance and PSI values across TCGA cancers and GTEx tissues in the heat maps allow users to gain insight into the disease- or tissue-specific exon skipping events (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). For example, *MET* has three cancer-specific exon skipping events, such as 'exon_skip_470675', 'exon_skip_470679' and 'exon_skip_470684'.\_In addition to 'exon_skip_470679', other ES events are predicted to be in-frame events based on the canonical transcript sequence (ENST00000397752). The 'exon_skip_470675' is located from 400 to 464 of the canonical protein amino acid sequence (P08581). From the lost protein feature analysis image in Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, this exon skipping event might lose the sema domain (PROSITE-ProRule: PRU00352 ([@B34])). On the other hand, 'exon_skip_470684', anticipated to be located between 1009 to 1086 of the canonical amino acids, might lose protein kinase domain (PROSITE-ProRule: PRU00159) and the breakpoint for translocation to form TPR-MET oncogene. Furthermore, by comparing the ES genes with in-frame ORF between TCGA and GTEx, 121 cancer-specific ES genes were identified. Among the 121 genes, there were one of the cancer gene census genes, three kinases, four transcription factors, two tumor suppressors, and 14 IUPHAR drug targets ([Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), including *ARG2*, *AQP6*, *CDC6*, *DUSP9*, *ENPEP*, *GABPA*, *GABRA3*, *GPRC6A*, *GRM7*, *HTR3A*, *KCNU1*, *KLF12*, *NEK2*, *NR6A1*, *QRFPR*, *RET*, *SLC6A19*, *SLC6A3*, *STK17A*, and *TMPRSS11A*. For each of these genes, the users can obtain a detailed annotation of exon skipping events ([Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As shown here, the gene structure images and other annotations of ExonSkipDB will help users identify disease-specific exon skipping events.

ORF analysis of individual exon skipping events will be helpful for screening potential therapeutic candidates {#SEC4-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The open reading frame of the skipped exons is very important for assessing the translation capabilities of individual exon skipped transcripts into the effective proteins. We annotated the ORFs of individual ES events based on GENCODE v19. Out of 14 272 genes with ES events, we identified 8667 and 9623 genes with in-frame and frame-shift ORFs, respectively. Among the 9623 genes with frame-shifted ES events, 453 genes can be pharmacologically targeted according to the information from IUPHAR database. By performing over-representation analysis using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) ([@B35]), we found that the 181 and 173 genes are involved in 'ion transport' and 'transmembrane transport' biological pathways, respectively ([Supplementary Table S14](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These transcripts with frame-shifted ES events cannot be translated into normal proteins. If a critical functional domain is lost or partially expressed due to this frame-shift and causes disease, then we can consider the use of antisense oligonucleotide-based therapy to restore the lost function as seen in the exon skipping therapy for Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) ([@B36]). For the genes with the in-frame ORF ES events, we systematically studied the retention of protein functional features. For example, *MET* has eight exon skipping events. We aligned these events on the Ensembl gene model of ENST00000397752 (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Among these, three and four were annotated as in-frame and frame-shift ORF ES events, respectively. As shown in Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, the transcripts with in-frame ES event can be translated into proteins; however, some functional features of these proteins will be lost. Obviously, ExonSkipDB's ORF annotation will be helpful for users to identify translational ES events and targetable ES events for the antisense oligonucleotides (AS)s treatment.

Lost protein functional features might be caused by ES events {#SEC4-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------

As mentioned above, the lost protein features of ES events are important for evaluating the functional effects of the related genes on tumorigenesis or disease development. Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows an annotation of the lost protein functional features for the skipped exons of *MET* in the known transcripts and all in-frame ES events based on the canonical protein sequence. Through translating individual ES events at the amino acid sequence level and localizing all the protein functional features of UniProt, the users can obtain a positional relationship of the ES events and functional features. For example, *MET* has four in-frame ES events, which are shaded with grey in the protein feature image. Three of the four are skipped exons and one is a missed exon in the known gene isoform structure. Specifically, MET has a unique tumorigenesis site called 'Required for ligand-induced CBL-mediated ubiquitination'. As shown in this example, the users can identify lost protein functional features of ES genes of interest.

The overall statistics of all lost protein functional features of the 14 272 ES genes are listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. For individual lost protein feature categories, we did over-representation analysis using Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) to determine if the number of genes in each category is \>30 and \<700. This is a modified range from GSEA's default range (25--500). There are 18 feature categories in total (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We then found that the genes that lost the 'molecule processing' subsection were enriched in biological processes related to the 'regulation of immune system process', 'cellular respiration', and 'proteolysis'. The genes that lost the 'regions' subsection were enriched in 'protein localization', 'regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter', 'microtubule-based process' and 'positive regulation of gene expression'. Specifically, the genes that lost 'compositional bias' features were enriched in 'positive regulation of gene expression' as described as important in gene expression regulations in many reports ([@B37]). The genes that lost the 'amino acid modifications' subsection were enriched in the 'biological adhesion' process, consistent with previous studies about the needs of amino acid modifications for improving cell adhesions ([@B40],[@B41]). Interestingly, the genes that lost the 'sites' subsection were enriched in the 'small molecular metabolic processes'. Of 554 genes that lost this subsection, 118 genes are drug targets according to the International Union of Basic and Clinical Pharmacology (IUPHAR) ([@B42]). We identified 66 out of 118 genes that can be targeted by 136 approved drugs from DrugBank and 120 drugs are small molecule drug types. In addition, we found that 142 genes lost specific amino acid sites, such as 'the site required for ligand-induced CBL-mediated ubiquitination' in *MET* exon 14 skipping event. Overall, there were 21, 30, 16, 23, 23 and 4 sites of breakpoint, cleavage, important, inhibition, interaction, and required sites according to UniProt feature description, respectively. For 20 genes overlapped with important group genes out of 121 cancer-specific ES genes, we focused on studying the lost protein functional features ([Supplementary Table S15](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These 20 genes lost extracellular membrane domain, transmembrane domain, protein kinase domain, nuclear receptor, tyrosine--protein phosphatase, so on. Changes in the functional features due to these ES events can serve as a good resource for further validation of ES-caused tumorigenesis.

###### 

Number of in-frame ES event genes per lost protein functional features

  Subsection                 Content                \# in-frame exon skipped genes
  -------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------------------
  Molecule processing        Initiator methionine   13
                             Signal peptide         93
                             Transit peptide        31
                             Propeptide             45
                             Chain                  7044
                             Peptide                8
  Regions                    Topological domain     1243
                             Transmembrane          847
                             Intramembrane          21
                             Domain                 2427
                             Repeat                 596
                             Calcium binding        25
                             Zinc finger            193
                             DNA binding            21
                             Nucleotide binding     269
                             Region                 1055
                             Coiled coil            458
                             Motif                  192
                             Compositional bias     497
  Sites                      Active site            240
                             Metal binding          237
                             Binding site           378
                             Site                   142
  Amino acid modifications   Modified residue       1374
                             Lipidation             18
                             Glycosylation          624
                             Disulfide bond         647
                             Cross-link             234
  Natural variations         Alternative sequence   3123
                             Natural variant        2080
  Experimental info          Mutagenesis            665
                             Sequence conflict      1482
  Secondary structure        Helix                  1750
                             Turn                   952
                             Beta strand            1623

![The overrepresentation enrichment analysis of ES genes per lost protein feature categories. For individual protein functional feature categories, which were lost in ES genes due to exons kipping, we have investigated the enriched genes in the biological processes. The abbreviations of categories are following with alphabetical order; Active site (AS), Binding site (BS), Coiled coil (CC), Compositional bias (CB), Cross-link (CL), Disulfide bond (DB), Glycosylation (G), Metal binding (MB), Motif (MB), Mutagenesis (MUT), Nucleotide binding (NB), Propeptide (PP), Repeat (R), Signal peptide (SP), Site (SP), Transit peptide (TP) and Zinc finger (ZF). In the left top panel, SP, TP, and PP belong to the UniProt\'s protein feature subsection of 'Molecule processing', and R, ZF, NB, CC, M and CB belong to the 'Regions' subsection. In the right top panel, AS, MS, BS and S belong to the 'Sites' subsection. G, DB and CL belong to the subsection of 'Amino acid modifications'. Lastly, Mutagenesis (M) belongs to the 'Experimental info' subsection.](gkz917fig2){#F2}

Non-synonymous mutation-associated exon skipping events {#SEC4-4}
-------------------------------------------------------

As we have seen from the mutation-induced exon skipping examples (such as *MET* exon 14 and *DMD* exon skipping), screening mutations associated with exon skipping events are a good approach to identify novel therapeutic targets. By overlapping genomic coordinates of somatic mutations including splice-site, nonsense, and frame-shift mutations (see Materials and Methods for the reason why we focused on these mutation types), and ES loci, we identified 11 204 genes with 75 130 non-synonymous mutations in 35 714 ES events. For 7139 cancer samples with non-synonymous mutations and available bam files, we plotted their coverage depth along the three exons of each ES event. Among them, we selected 136 ES events in 123 genes as shown in Table [2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. These events have decreased coverage depth at the skipped exon and differential in PSI values between mutated and non-mutated samples (see Methods). Taking *MET* as an example, as shown in Figure [1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, in a LUAD sample with 'p.D1010_splice' mutation, the read coverage depth of the skipped exon is decreased by more than 1000.0 reads. Second, there is a difference in the distribution of PSI values between the samples with mutations and wild-type. Furthermore, the sashimi plot showed almost of the split reads were connected between the two flanking exons. Of the 123 mutation candidate genes associated with exon skipping, 8 ES events (7 genes) have more than 2 mutated samples in each cancer type. These ES events are *IRF3*, *MET*, *PIK3R1*, *PTEN*, *SCRIB*, *TP53* and *YLPM1*. In addition, *PLEC* and *RB1* have more than two mutated samples in pan-cancer.

###### 

Exon skipping events associated with mutations

  Gene       Cancer type   ESID               Gene      Cancer type   ESID               Gene        Cancer type   ESID
  ---------- ------------- ------------------ --------- ------------- ------------------ ----------- ------------- ------------------
  AASS       BRCA          exon_skip_479254   HNRNPC    READ          exon_skip_111139   RASA1       HNSC          exon_skip_436351
  ACADVL     HNSC          exon_skip_148534   IRF3      SKCM          exon_skip_320801   RB1         LGG           exon_skip_100319
  ACE2       LIHC          exon_skip_514046   IRF3      LIHC          exon_skip_320801   RB1         LUSC          exon_skip_100319
  ACSL1      BRCA          exon_skip_433327   KCTD10    STAD          exon_skip_96034    RB1         SKCM          exon_skip_100319
  ACTR5      HNSC          exon_skip_351842   KDM4C     LIHC          exon_skip_495073   RB1         SARC          exon_skip_100320
  AK9        SKCM          exon_skip_461739   LAMTOR4   CESC          exon_skip_468895   RB1         SKCM          exon_skip_100321
  AP1G2      KIRP          exon_skip_111822   LPCAT1    COAD          exon_skip_440961   RBBP7       BRCA          exon_skip_514095
  AP1G2      UCS           exon_skip_111839   LRRC37B   TGCT          exon_skip_150743   RBL2        LIHC          exon_skip_136487
  ARAP1      HNSC          exon_skip_75409    LRRC49    LUSC          exon_skip_123285   RBM10       LUAD          exon_skip_509946
  ARAP2      STAD          exon_skip_428975   LZTFL1    SKCM          exon_skip_382808   RBM11       CESC          exon_skip_358911
  ARHGAP4    CESC          exon_skip_517379   MAOB      LIHC          exon_skip_514541   RBM23       KIRP          exon_skip_111436
  ARSA       ESCA          exon_skip_370946   MAP4K4    SKCM          exon_skip_328236   RBM27       SKCM          exon_skip_438439
  ATF7IP     LUAD          exon_skip_80383    MCTP2     SKCM          exon_skip_125176   RWDD2B      LUAD          exon_skip_361480
  ATXN7L1    BRCA          exon_skip_478799   MET       LUAD          exon_skip_470683   SAAL1       LIHC          exon_skip_69749
  AXIN1      LIHC          exon_skip_140168   MFN1      BRCA          exon_skip_379593   SAFB        LUSC          exon_skip_301206
  BAP1       UVM           exon_skip_384821   MFSD11    BRCA          exon_skip_156579   SCRIB       STAD          exon_skip_493826
  BCHE       LIHC          exon_skip_389735   MIB2      LIHC          exon_skip_292      SEMA6C      LUAD          exon_skip_30610
  BRCC3      READ          exon_skip_513411   MPP1      LIHC          exon_skip_517757   SIK3        BRCA          exon_skip_77623
  BSDC1      SKCM          exon_skip_24351    MPP1      LIHC          exon_skip_517758   SLC44A1     LUSC          exon_skip_497929
  BSDC1      SKCM          exon_skip_24356    MSH2      STAD          exon_skip_325448   SLC6A9      BRCA          exon_skip_25867
  C16orf70   OV            exon_skip_137511   MSI2      SARC          exon_skip_154718   SLCO2A1     LUAD          exon_skip_388682
  C20orf96   LGG           exon_skip_354191   MYO9B     LUAD          exon_skip_303297   SMARCA1     KIRP          exon_skip_516648
  CCDC125    SKCM          exon_skip_442509   NF1       PCPG          exon_skip_150648   SMARCA2     KIRC          exon_skip_494778
  CCDC90B    HNSC          exon_skip_76335    NF2       CHOL          exon_skip_364330   SMARCC1     HNSC          exon_skip_383264
  CD44       SKCM          exon_skip_57862    NSFL1C    LUAD          exon_skip_354315   SNRNP200    KIRP          exon_skip_341775
  CDH1       BRCA          exon_skip_138094   OCIAD1    LGG           exon_skip_423495   SPCS1       HNSC          exon_skip_375123
  CHD3       SKCM          exon_skip_148936   OCRL      LUSC          exon_skip_512323   STAG2       GBM           exon_skip_512303
  CHEK2      LUSC          exon_skip_368202   ODF2      PAAD          exon_skip_499697   SUPT3H      SKCM          exon_skip_459890
  CNOT6      LUAD          exon_skip_440379   PACRGL    LUSC          exon_skip_422774   TBL1X       UCEC          exon_skip_509098
  COL13A1    LUAD          exon_skip_42139    PEA15     LGG           exon_skip_12856    TBX3        STAD          exon_skip_96977
  COL7A1     LUSC          exon_skip_383673   PELI2     LUSC          exon_skip_106790   TCTN2       THCA          exon_skip_88383
  COPS3      SKCM          exon_skip_287002   PGLYRP2   LIHC          exon_skip_316122   TEP1        LUAD          exon_skip_110964
  CREBBP     CESC          exon_skip_141389   PHKA2     LUAD          exon_skip_514168   TERF1       OV            exon_skip_484059
  CTCF       BRCA          exon_skip_137805   PHKA2     BRCA          exon_skip_514195   TNFRSF10A   PAAD          exon_skip_488782
  DIAPH3     SKCM          exon_skip_103986   PIK3R1    SKCM          exon_skip_435166   TP53        OV            exon_skip_286364
  DLG3       STAD          exon_skip_511069   PIK3R1    COAD          exon_skip_435167   TP53        OV            exon_skip_286376
  DSG2       LUAD          exon_skip_296226   PLEC      LUSC          exon_skip_494000   TP53        UCS           exon_skip_286379
  EEA1       STAD          exon_skip_95294    PLEC      SKCM          exon_skip_494000   TP53        BRCA          exon_skip_286384
  EPB41L4A   LUAD          exon_skip_443476   PLOD3     LUSC          exon_skip_478451   TP53        KICH          exon_skip_286388
  FARP2      ESCA          exon_skip_336006   PPP6C     SKCM          exon_skip_506902   TRAPPC2L    BRCA          exon_skip_139393
  FAS        DLBC          exon_skip_43777    PROM1     BRCA          exon_skip_428630   TULP4       BRCA          exon_skip_455061
  FN1        SKCM          exon_skip_346530   PTCH1     ESCA          exon_skip_505102   UBE2D3      LIHC          exon_skip_431479
  GCSAM      DLBC          exon_skip_386471   PTEN      COAD          exon_skip_43702    UBE2E1      CESC          exon_skip_372157
  GLRX3      LUAD          exon_skip_46116    PTEN      CESC          exon_skip_43707    USP40       LUAD          exon_skip_347441
  GNB5       LUAD          exon_skip_127162   PTEN      SKCM          exon_skip_43707    YIF1A       STAD          exon_skip_74538
  GPR143     SKCM          exon_skip_513862   PTEN      BRCA          exon_skip_43714    YLPM1       SKCM          exon_skip_108215
  HAUS6      STAD          exon_skip_502793   RABL3     LUSC          exon_skip_386919   ZNF512B     LUAD          exon_skip_358876

After manually curating the evidence of ES-associated mutation in these 9 genes, we identified a novel mutation-associated exon skipping event of *RB1* (RB transcriptional corepressor 1), as shown in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. *RB1* is a negative regulator of the cell cycle. The RB1 protein also stabilizes constitutive heterochromatin to maintain overall chromatin structure. The active hypo-phosphorylated RB1 protein binds to transcription factor E2F1 ([@B32]). There are 9 samples with five splice-site and nonsense mutations in 'exon_skip_100319' ES event of *RB1* (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Three of them are located in the splice acceptor or donor sites of the skipped exon. The nonsense mutation is p.R455\* of *RB1*. Samples with these mutations showed different PSI values than the non-mutated ones, and the coverage depth decreased consistently (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Since this ES event was predicted to create an in-frame ORF transcript (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), annotation of lost protein features due to this in-frame ORF ES event can be achieved with ExonSkipDB (Figure [3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This ES event seems to cause a loss of a portion of the 'pocket' (retinoblastoma associated protein A domain) between 444 to 463 amino acid sequence. In addition, *RB1* exon skipping event caused by mutations in the splice site may result in the loss of normal RB1 function through binding and inhibiting E2F-DP dimer formation (E2 promoter-binding-protein-dimerization partner), thereby restricting cell replication.

![Splice-site mutation associated exon skipping event in RB1. Among 10 recurrent ES events, RB1 showed consistent expression change and differential PSI values with non-mutated samples in multiple cancer types. (**A**) Mutations associated with exon skipping event (ESID: exon_skip_100319) in RB1 and mutation location in the gene structure. (**B**) RNA-seq evidence for the mutation associated exon skipping event. Consistent evidence through the depth of coverage, differential PSI values between mutated and non-mutated samples, and sashimi plots. (**C**) The analyzed ORF information of individual exon skipping events based on the canonical transcript sequence. (**D**) The protein functional features based on the canonical protein sequence.](gkz917fig3){#F3}

Another candidate is interferon regulatory factor 3 (*IRF3*). As shown in [Supplementary Figure S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, 'exon_skip_320801' ES event location covers partial of 5′-UTR and CDS. Two LIHC (Liver Hepatocellular Carcinoma) and three SKCM (Skin Cutaneous Melanoma) samples had 'Frame_shift_Indel\' or 'Nonsense\' mutations in this skipped exons. These samples showed decreased read coverage depth and differential PSI values between mutated and non-mutated samples. Overall translation rates were also affected by characteristics of the 5′-UTR, including length and start-site consensus sequences, the presence of secondary structure, upstream AUGs, upstream open reading frames (uORFs) and internal ribosome entry sites (IRES) ([@B43],[@B44]). In addition, 5′-UTRs can contain sequences that function as binding sites for regulatory proteins ([@B45]). In this context, we have searched binding sites by the known transcription factors of *IRF3* (such as AP1, ATF2, NF-kappaB, NF-kappaB1, p300, p53 and STAT1) in this ES location (chr19:50164706--50165585) from GeneCards ([@B46]) using ConTra v3, a tool for identifying transcription factor binding sites ([@B47]). As shown in [Supplementary Figure S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we predicted three and one binding sites of the p300 and ATF2 proteins in the partial 5′-UTR of 'exon_skip_32080' ES event. Furthermore, analysis of the lost protein functional features showing in [Supplementary Figure S3C](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} indicates the skipped exon may lead to the loss of the 'HERC5 binding site' in the CSD portion. In summary, loss of functional and regulatory domains caused by this ES event may result in IRF3 dysfunction. These findings require further experimental validation. ExonSkipDB can also provide ES event located mutation information for public cell lines by integrating data from Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) ([@B48]), In total, we found that 1570 cell-lines have overlaps with 243 628 ES-region mutations of TCGA samples across 12 368 genes. This information can be downloaded from the ExonSkipDB web site.

Exon skipping associated sQTLs and sQTMs {#SEC4-5}
----------------------------------------

SNPs can alter splicing or alternative splicing by altering the sequence-specific binding affinity of the splicing factors to the pre-mRNAs, resulting splicing quantitative trait locus (sQTL) ([@B49]). To explore the association of exon skipping with sQTLs and sQTMs, we downloaded 901 167 sQTL candidate SNPs in 9909 genes of 33 cancer types from TCGA ([@B12]). By integrating these sQTLs with skipped exon loci, we identified 4124 SNPs located in 4298 skipped exons of 2254 genes. Of these, 51 SNPs in 50 genes were completely overlapped with SNVs in 40 TCGA samples. These genes are mainly involved in 'regulation of cell proliferation', 'positive regulation of protein metabolic process', and 'phosphorylation' ([Supplementary Table S16](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

DNA methylation was originally thought only affecting transcription. Emerging evidence shows that methylation also regulates alternative splicing of RNA ([@B17]). Three proteins are known to transmit DNA methylation-encoded information to splicing machinery through different mechanisms, including CTCF, methyl-CpG binding protein 2 (MeCP2), and HP1. CTCF can bind to DNA and reduce the elongation rate of Pol II, which facilitates exon inclusion. In this process, CTCF binding can be inhibited by DNA methylation. Therefore, DNA methylation can result in exon exclusion ([@B50]). Second, the binding of MeCP2 to the methylated DNA can reduce the elongation rate of Pol II, enhancing exon inclusion ([@B51]). Another mechanism involves in the formation of protein bridges, through which DNA methylation leads to histone modification of H3K9me3. At the chromatin level, HP1 proteins can accumulate on the regulated alternative exons and then HP1-bound splicing factors can exert their regulatory role on these alternative exons ([@B52]). More underlying mechanisms are remained to be identified. Since TCGA has DNA methylation and RNA-Seq data for the matched samples, we explored the regulatory mechanisms of DNA methylation on alternative splicing. PSI values measure how efficiently the sequences of interest are spliced into transcripts ([@B53]). We downloaded PSI values from the studies conducted by Kahles *et al.* ([@B12]) and calculated the average beta values of CpG methylations in the upstream region covering the two upstream exons in three ES-involved exons. We then used MatrixEQTL to identify significantly associated methylation-ES pairs in pan-cancer. The same approach was also used to identify cancer type-specific ES-specific sQTMs and prognostic candidate pairs. We set the threshold of significant sQTM pairs with a *p*-value less than 1.0 × e−5.

Using this approach, we identified 513 significant sQTM pairs of 434 genes. Among these sQTMs, 292 and 218 sQTM pairs had negative and positive correlations with exon skipping events, respectively. We analyzed the overrepresented biological processes ([Supplementary Table S17](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) for these sQTM genes. The positively correlated genes were enriched in the process of 'positive regulation of response to stimulus or cell communications'. The negatively correlated genes were actively involved in 'macromolecular complex assembly', 'regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase II promoter', 'positive regulation of gene expression', and 'cellular response to stress'. This different roles in the cells might depend on the methylation locations across genes. We also examined the overlap between somatic mutation loci and 513 sQTMs' exons. There were 192 TCGA samples with 140 mutations in the skipped exons of 125 ES genes. Interestingly, these somatically mutated sQTM genes were involved in the same biological processes as the 40 genes with mutated sQTLs ([Supplementary Table S18](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In addition, 77 exon skipping events (out of 513 sQTM exons) of the 67 genes were common in more than 2 cancer types. On the other hand, 146 exon skipping events in 137 genes were cancer type-specific sQTMs pairs with mutual exclusivity. For the PSI and beta values of these sQTMs, we generated t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) plots (see the statistics page of the ExonSkipDB web site). These images show the dispersion of each value in pan-cancer with a cancer type-specific distribution. For all sQTM pairs, we performed survival analysis and identified 50 prognostic sQTMs. One of the top-ranked prognostic sQTM genes was deoxythymidylate kinase (*DTYMK*) ([Supplementary Figure S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This gene was reported as a potential marker for brain tumors in cerebrospinal fluid ([@B54]).

ES gene-related FDA approved-drugs and human diseases {#SEC4-6}
-----------------------------------------------------

The pharmacological information related to the ES genes were obtained from DrugBank ([@B18]). Our analysis indicates that 1801 proteins encoded by ES genes are targeted by 1676 drugs. Among these, 1534 (91.50%) are FDA-approved drugs targeting 1715 proteins. 750, 142, 104, 93, 74 and 67 drugs targeted 'cellular receptors', 'channels', 'transporters', 'synthases', 'kinases', and 'growth factors', respectively. Related disease category shows the related disease information for each gene from a database of gene-disease associations (DisGeNet) ([@B19]). We found that the identified 7324 exon skipping events-related genes were associated with 5039 different types of diseases based on the published data searches. Of these, 955 genes were associated with 711 different syndromes.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTION {#SEC5}
===============================

ExonSkipDB is the first database to systematically annotate the function of exon skipping events across human pan-cancer and multiple human tissues. To serve the broad biomedical research communities, we will continually update and curate exon skipping events by routinely checking newly published alternative splicing data sets for human diseases, including neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer\'s disease. To make better use of ExonSkipDB, we will add the analysis results for the exon skipping events from over 1000 cell-lines in CCLE, as well as data sets for multiple mouse tissues. We will continue to expand our research and improve our approach to find clinically significant exon skip events and downstream target genes. The user-friendly website provides researchers with multiple annotations and facilitates a comprehensive functional study of exon skipping. Therefore, ExonSkipDB will be useful resource for many researchers in the fields of pathology, cancer genomics and precision medicine, and pharmaceutical and therapeutic research.
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